Manufacturing Innovation

Six Factors
for Successful
Cloud Adoption
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For manufacturers, a
custom approach is key
to delivering on cloud’s
promises
No matter which way they turn, manufacturers are hearing the same
thing: cloud is the answer. At Rackspace we’re big fans of what cloud
services can do in terms of efficiencies, innovation, and revenue
opportunities, but we’re also going to level with you: cloud in itself
isn’t the answer - cloud is the enabler of a business outcome.
Done right, the rewards of cloud can change a company’s fortunes, but you
really do need to get it right, or none of the promised gains will materialise.
This means that before taking the plunge and going all-in on cloud, manufacturers
should consider a hybrid solution where they can first invest in their own
cloud maturity. Come back to mission-critical processes a little later once you
know what’s up and know that you can make the business case stack up. In the
meantime, start your cloud journey by harvesting efficiencies and gains from big
data and smarter decision making, while discovering just what cloud can do for you.
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The manufacturing sector knows change
is afoot, and that cloud technology is
necessary in order to grow and remain agile
in an increasingly competitive marketplace.
The impact of failure to thrive is high: the
risk of being overtaken and lagging behind
competition; the risk of seeing innovation
constrained through technology limitations;
and the risk of failure to accelerate delivery
of strategic growth plans. But while many
manufacturers have started on a journey
towards cloud adoption, the returns are
often falling far short of their expectations.
It's a myth that moving to the cloud will
always save a company money - it can and
will if done right, but it isn’t a one-cloudfits-all proposition. Businesses need to
have the right skills, the right people, the

right governance and the right internal
processes if they are going to reach the full
potential of cloud. Companies need to be
clear on exactly how their cloud investment
will bear fruit: if you have a system that is
old-school but bomb-proof, and your entire
operation runs on it, then you need to make
sure you can justify every detail of any
change processes before messing with it.
Too often, cloud migration in the
manufacturing sector is a technologyled decision. Sometimes it’s driven by a
desire to avoid capex when it’s time to
refresh legacy hardware. Sometimes it’s a
bit of, “let’s get to the cloud so we can tick
a box”, or a sense of, “everyone’s moving
to the cloud so let’s just get there!”

But one-cloud-fits-all strategies don’t work
in the manufacturing industry because
there are too many variables that demand
a more strategic, customised approach
in order for companies to see real-life
returns on investment. Often companies
hold a lot of legacy data that they need
to keep for regulatory purposes, meaning
a hybrid approach to cloud is probably
in order. If done right, companies can
still start benefiting from the cloud
without having made a full transition, by
first optimising on big data to identify
opportunities to become more efficient and
discover new potential revenue streams.

While many manufacturing businesses
may think they know the challenges they
face on the journey into the cloud, we
at Rackspace have learned through our
work with several companies in the sector
that there’s usually a few blindspots.
Businesses understandably get excited
about the opportunities and charge ahead,
but they often fail to spend enough time
on planning to ensure they get it right.

Through this process, a company can then
refine its cloud policies and processes,
and with more cloud maturity comes
the ability to complete the journey.
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Why
Manufacturers
are moving
to the cloud
Key drivers for manufacturing companies
wishing to tap into the benefits of
cloud are a desire to leverage faster
provisioning, improve performance,
and reduce their operating costs.
Getting cloud adoption right can be
transformative to business: it can open
the door to a plethora of new services,
innovations, features, and products, and
it can enable a company to capitalise on
big data and artificial intelligence. By
capitalising on previously untapped digital
assets, new products can be developed,
new markets can be identified, and
even new and optimised manufacturing
processes and logistics can be achieved.
But in reality, companies are finding that
moving to the cloud isn’t a magic wand for
fully realising these goals. In a webinar held
in June at The Manufacturer, the specialist
media source for the manufacturing industry,
Rackspace Solutions Director Paul Norton
sat down with Nick Peters, Editorial Director
at The Manufacturer, to talk about the key
factors that manufacturing companies
should consider in order to reap the
optimal benefits of cloud technology.

Paul Norton, whose background is in the
aerospace and automotive industries,
spends much of his time helping Rackspace
customers understand how they can
benefit from cloud technology:

“I've yet to to work with
an organisation that
has a strategy that
comprehensively targets
each of these six areas
that we will cover, and
which fully understands
the potential downsides
of failing to get these
principles right."
Paul Norton
Solution Director, Rackspace
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Six
Factors for
Successful
Cloud
Adoption
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Accepting that
cloud architecture
principles will be
different from what
you’re used to

Implementing
organisational
change from legacy
IT development and
operations

Acquiring appropriate
in-house skills

Moving from where you are, to where
you want to be, requires designing
a cloud architecture with a service
mindset. This means some big picture
organisational and operational change,
in order to start operating in a more agile
way that’s more suitable for the cloud.
At Rackspace we’ve seen attempts at
like-for-like data migration where there
was no app refactoring, no optimisation
to leverage native services, nor any
cloud governance of any kind, as the
company basically expected to keep
doing everything the same - except in
the cloud. In order to achieve success,
organisations need to accept that there
will be change - and embrace it.

In order to achieve a successful cloud
migration, the entire company needs to
be pulling in the same direction. Cloud
migration is not an IT problem that can
be handled in isolation - it’s a boardlevel problem that needs to be taken
every bit as seriously as sales or finance.
At Rackspace we often see companies
wanting to migrate to cloud because
their legacy storage licence is about to
expire, and while this can certainly start
leading to efficiencies, these companies
will only start to fully realise what
cloud can do for them once they stop
seeing it as a capex-avoidance tool.

Having the right people with the right
talent and capability to actually execute
on strategy is vital in order to capitalise
on cloud technologies. It won’t do much
good to have a top-notch cloud strategy if
you can’t attract the right talent because
your offices are located in an unappealing
business park where no one wants to
spend their days. Every department
needs to be involved to make the most
of a cloud journey, and that includes HR.
This is more difficult than it sounds: if
you’re a company with little-to-no cloud
experience, you will struggle to hire the
right experts because you don’t really
know what you’re looking for. In this
case, it may help to bring in someone
like Rackpace’s talent acquisition team
to help identify and bring onboard
the right people. Having a top-quality
candidate in place means they can
then proceed to grow a great team,
and this can make all the difference
in a cloud transformation project.
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Embracing the multicloud support model

Building tooling to
ensure best practice
is implemented and
maintained

Keeping an eye
on security in the
multi-cloud

Moving from where you are, to where
you want to be, requires designing
a cloud architecture with a service
mindset. This means some big picture
organisational and operational change,
in order to start operating in a more agile
way that’s more suitable for the cloud.
At Rackspace we’ve seen attempts at
like-for-like data migration where there
was no app refactoring, no optimisation
to leverage native services, nor any
cloud governance of any kind, as the
company basically expected to keep
doing everything the same - except in
the cloud. In order to achieve success,
organisations need to accept that there
will be change - and embrace it.

There’s a lot of benefit to be gained
from features such as automation
and orchestration of agile operational
processes, both of which will deliver
efficiencies through speedy execution
and standardisation. In turn, this
will also reduce risk. At Rackspace
we’ve seen lack of cloud governance
result in virtual server sprawl, for
example, as no one had implemented
continuous clean-up policies.

At Rackspace, we see time and time again
how legacy security policies limit how
cloud-native services can be leveraged.
“It's fair to say that the days of securing
behind a traditional data centre DMZ
(perimeter network) are gone. Workloads
are becoming more distributed, and
security needs to be at the forefront of
pragmatic decision-making,” says Norton.
“Companies need to take a pragmatic view
on security, and how to mitigate risk.”
Seeking the help of a security specialist
like Rackspace can save a lot of pain
down the road: for example we know
well how historically, applications
have been a bit lax in terms of security
because they’re going to be hosted
within a firewall anyway - it wasn’t
necessary. But when you move that
application to the public cloud, there
can be a myriad of back doors that can
lead to security problems - unless this
was addressed during the migration.
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On the road
to cloud
maturity
When starting a conversation with a new
customer, Norton likes to do what he
calls the “finger in the air” test, which is
essentially running through these six points
to determine how mature the company
is in terms of its cloud capabilities.
The process also helps the company
itself understand the lay of the land:
“This is about determining the key focus
areas, and having an open and honest
dialogue. It’s very useful for everyone on
both sides to understand the scale of the
change that’s required,” says Norton.
Most manufacturing companies who stumble
on their journey to the cloud will fall into
a few categories. Take a business which
has tried migrating to the cloud, but failed
to achieve the desired outcomes. That
business has now realised they need some
help - maybe they have decided they need
to go with a hyper-scale cloud platform
such as Google, Microsoft or Amazon AWS,
but they still don’t know how to go about it
so they seek out an expert like Rackspace
with the attitude of, “Let’s just take it to
the cloud, it’s what everyone’s doing.”

The problem with this approach is that
on a like-for-like basis, public cloud can
actually be more expensive than traditional
infrastructure. “I've had customers come
to us and say they don't understand they moved to the cloud and it cost them
more money!” Norton once worked with
a business which had seen a whopping
11-fold increase in their annual operating
costs post cloud migration. This happened
because the company conducted a like-forlike migration to an IaaS service, but they
had a legacy application that didn't work well
across a wide area network and they failed
to consider that they needed to do some
application refactoring and optimisation.
The lack of proper planning meant that
they weren’t able to leverage any of their
native services within the cloud platform.
The company had no robust cloud
governance, and they hadn't matured their
operating model: “In short, the company
tried to manage and consume cloud in
the manner of a traditional IT service,
and it cost them dearly,” says Norton.
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Because just moving to the cloud isn’t going
to cut it - it’s *how* you consume cloud that
will determine whether you will deliver the
business outcomes you are looking for, and
whether you will be able to do things in the
cloud tomorrow that you can’t do today.
Customers often come to Rackspace with
a few cloud projects already under their
belts, but a failed cloud migration can feel
more daunting to a company than a blank
slate. The board may have decided to go
to the cloud and started the process, but
the project was short-lived: maybe costs
spiralled, and the board got cold feet. “I
worked with a company which had this
problem and for them, the issue was a lack
of governance. We’ve all heard the horror
stories of developers spinning up numerous
workloads for development while simple
things fall by the wayside, like failing to
implement continuous clean up policies
to keep things in check,” says Norton.

“Their legacy security policies are
particularly constrictive in terms of how
they secure their workloads, and once they
get onto the Azure platform, restrictive in
how they are governed. This means we’re
forced to fall back onto more traditional
IT methods, which means it will be more
costly and restrictive for the customer.”
While this company recognises there’s a need
to modernise, the capex costs of doing so
are punitive. Still, it’s only a matter of time
before biting the bullet becomes a business
necessity: “We've helped them understand
the challenges they’re facing, and they’re
acknowledging that some tricky issues
need addressing. Rackspace will be helping
them through that process, and as we move
forwards, the goal to keep in mind for all
parties is to understand how the economics
of cloud will ultimately lead to success.”

Rackspace is currently working with a
manufacturing and logistics organisation
on a cloud migration, using our Professional
Services to help them optimise their
applications and workloads as they move into
the Azure cloud. “But this company is heavily
constrained by legacy security policies, lack
of mature balances, and they lack the right
in-house expertise to fully leverage on cloudopportunities like big data,” says Norton.
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A custom approach to cloud
For the manufacturing sector, the challenge is to lay the proper foundations for a successful cloud migration
before pushing ahead - this is vital in order to articulate the business benefits and quantify how a cloud journey,
pound for pound, is going to push things onwards and upwards. “The key is building a central cross-functional
executive team that’s focused on delivering your desired business benefits and outcomes. It's about defining your
business priorities - governance, security - and establishing strategies to ensure that the approach is platform
and workload agnostic,” says Norton.
Developing strong and proportional security controls, expertise and operations are front and centre, alongside
the need to implement consistent tooling strategies to assist with things like cloud abstraction. And finally, it
is vital for companies to be able to evaluate the impact of cloud migration. That means making sure they have
the appropriate in-house and partner resources to fulfill the operational delivery requirements of today, and
ensuring they have the skills to take full advantage of these new capabilities going forward.
Ahead of a big project like a cloud migration, choosing an experienced partner like Rackspace will go a long way
to soothe nerves. With our Managed Services ramp there’s no need to tear down what’s already built. Rackspace
enables companies to make progress while in safe hands, as the process becomes more refined over time: “And
if you're worried about perhaps choosing the wrong cloud, you can rest assured that with Rackspace you don't
commit to a technology - you’re buying a service,” says Norton. “We start by moving the applicant workload
without penalty, enabling customers to start testing these concepts and validating what works and what doesn't
work in a lower risk environment. Then, you can start to measure progress, and refine your strategy as you zone
in on the perfect solution.”

About Rackspace
At Rackspace, we accelerate the value of the cloud
during every phase of digital transformation. By
managing apps, data, security and multiple clouds, we
are the best choice to help customers get to the cloud,
innovate with new technologies and maximise their IT
investments. As a recognised Gartner Magic Quadrant
leader, we are uniquely positioned to close the gap
between the complex reality of today and the promise
of tomorrow. Passionate about customer success, we
provide unbiased expertise, based on proven results,
across all the leading technologies. And across every
interaction worldwide, we deliver Fanatical Experience™.
Rackspace has been honored by Fortune, Forbes,
Glassdoor and others as one of the best places to work.
Learn more at www.rackspace.co.uk or call 0208 734 8107
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